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Introduction

Many distributed and network-based services can be modeled as shared objects accessible to (possibly remote) clients through well-defined interfaces. Atomicity [13, 18] (also known as linearizability
[7]) is a desirable property for such objects as it allows clients to perceive the operations invoked in
each run as occurring in some sequential order. This perception makes it easier to understand the
behavior of a system using distributed services. To achieve high availability in a distributed system
and to tolerate failures, atomic services are typically implemented by distributed algorithms. Many
distributed algorithms, using a range of techniques, have been proposed for implementing atomic
objects; see, for example, [14, 12, 32, 24, 29, 28, 7, 31, 11, 16, 15, 19, 20, 2].
Although atomic object implementations are abundant, proving that algorithms achieve atomicity has turned out to be a challenging problem. Most existing proofs for such algorithms are
long, subtle, and difficult to understand and check. As evidence of the difficulty, we note that
several published proofs for implementations of atomic registers in the shared memory model have
later been shown to be incorrect. We believe that a fundamental reason for the difficulty of these
proofs is their style: they are based on detailed, not-very-systematic, reasoning about events and
their ordering. Useful structure in such proofs is often provided by lemmas about partial orders
of operations on objects, for example, Proposition 3 of [13] (for single-writer read/write objects)
and Lemma 13.16 of [18] (for multi-writer read/write objects). These lemmas provide sufficient
conditions for correctness of atomic read/write object implementations, based on a list of properties
that a partial ordering of operations must satisfy. However, showing that these properties hold still
requires detailed, ad hoc reasoning about events (see, e.g., [19, 20]).
In this paper, we initiate the study of systematic ways of verifying atomicity of distributed
implementations, beginning with read/write objects (registers). Our general approach is to replace
operational reasoning about events and partial orders with assertional reasoning about invariants
and simulation relations. The assertional methods differ from the traditional operational arguments
in two important ways. First, the system properties are stated precisely in terms of predicates over
the system state components. Second, assertional proofs can be checked by examining individual
state transitions of the algorithm without reasoning about entire executions. As such they lend
themselves to mechanization, i.e., the process of checking a proof can be carried out using automated
tools, such as theorem provers.
Our approach to carrying out assertional atomicity proofs is first to define an abstract state
machine that captures the atomicity property and then, prove correctness of the object implementations by establishing a simulation mapping between the implementation and the specification
automata. To this end, we define an abstract state machine, which we call the Partial-Order Machine (PO-Machine), which records information about operations and their orders in its state. The
PO-Machine expresses the common behavior of many existing atomic register implementations, in
which client operation requests are gradually ordered relative to other operation requests until all
the necessary ordering constraints are achieved. The ordering constructed is, in the limit, guaranteed to be a partial order of the requested operations that satisfies the conditions listed in Lemma
13.16 of [18]. In fact, the order constructed directly by the PO-Machine satifies slightly weaker
constraints, but we prove that these are still sufficient to guarantee atomicity (see Section 2.2).
More specifically, the PO-Machine maintains a directed graph representing the ordering constraints among the submitted operations. As the PO-Machine executes, it adds new edges to the
graph thus introducing new ordering constraints. The PO-Machine maintains a set of ordered operations whose prefix in the graph is fixed. It guarantees that all the ordered write operations are
totally ordered, and each ordered read operation is immediately preceded by at most one ordered
write operation. An ordered operation can later become completed. One subtle point about the
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PO-Machine is that a read operation that is about to complete, must ensure that its immediately
preceding write operation is also completed. This captures the essence of the helping mechanism
found in many atomic register implementations. A completed operation is allowed to return a
response. The response returned by a read operation is the value written by the last preceding (in
the partial order) write operation, or the initial value if no such write exists.
We use the PO-Machine as a formal specification for distributed algorithms that implement
atomic memory. We demonstrate the generality of this specification by showing that it is implemented by three different read/write register implementations: the message-passing register
emulation of Attiya, Bar-Noy and Dolev (ABD) [4] (extended to handle multiple writers as in [20])
an optimized version of [4] that takes advantage of synchronized clocks at writers to eliminate
the first phase of the write implementation (this optimization first appeared in [2]), and the unbounded version of the shared memory construction of a multi-writer/multi-reader register from
single-writer/single-reader registers of [32]. We also discuss informally how to use the PO-Machine
as a specification for a general (i.e., not necessarily read/write) atomic object implementation based
on the replicated state machine protocol of Lamport [12].
We specify the PO-Machine and the algorithms formally using the I/O Automata (IOA)[17]
and Timed IOA [9, 8] models, in fact, using formal specification languages that have been defined
for these models. The IOA/TIOA specification languages lead to very stylized assertional proofs for
invariants and simulation relations that can be partially automated using theorem provers. Moreover, the same IOA specifications can be used by the IOA compiler [27, 26] to produce executable
Java code. We have used our automated translator to generate descriptions of PO-Machine and
ABD in the language of the PVS theorem prover [23]. We used PVS to substantially increase the
level of detail and assurance of some of our previous hand proofs. In fact, the use of PVS helped us
to discover subtle bugs in our hand proofs. Automatic translation enabled us to easily tweak the
simulation relations and rerun the proof scripts. We demonstrated the usefulness of the state machine style of specification by compiling and executing our IOA automata for ABD. Thus, a single
formal representation of the algorithm can be used for specification, verification, and execution.
Other related work: Our use of a partial order automaton as an abstract specification was
inspired by prior work of Fekete et al. on specifying the behavior of an Eventually Serializable
Data Service [6]. Their specification used a (different) partial-order machine, which expresses
weaker consistency requirements than atomicity. The algorithm studied in [6], based on an earlier
algorithm of Liskov [10], was shown to achieve this weaker form of consistency.

2
2.1

Preliminary Definitions
The read/write service

A read/write object (a register ) type consists of the following components: (1) an arbitrary set
of values V with an initial value v0 , (2) the set of operations of the form write(v), v ∈ V , and
read, (3) the set of responses are ack and v ∈ V , and (4) the sequential specification f such that
f (w, write(v)) = (v, ack) and f (w, read) = (w, w).
A read/write service implements a shared read/write register. To access the service, a client
issues an operation descriptor consisting of a location identifier loc, and an operation identifier
id. In addition, the write operation descriptor also contains a value val. We often refer to an
oeprations descriptor x simply as operation x, and denote its various components by x.loc, x.id,
and x.val. We denote by Ow and Or the sets of the write and the read operations respectively, and
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by O = Ow ∪ Or the set of all operations. For a set X ⊆ O, we denote by X.id = {x.id : x ∈ X}
the set of identifiers of operations in X.
Clients use the actions of the form request(x), x ∈ O, and response(x, v), x ∈ O, v ∈ V ∪ {ack},
to issue operation requests and receive responses respectively. Given a sequence β of the request and
response actions, an requested operation x is said to be complete in β if β contains response(x, v)
for some v ∈ V ∪ {ack} which we call the return value of x.
We say that β is well-formed if there exists a function cause mapping the set of the response
events to the set of the request events in β so that the following is satisfied: (1) For each response
event e = response(x, ∗), cause(e) = request(x) (i.e., responses are not spuriously generated); and
(2) cause is one-to-one (i.e., responses are not duplicated) 1 .
The following definition will be used throughout the paper: Let Π be a set of read and write operations, and R be a binary relation over Π. For an operation π ∈ Π we define last-prec-writes(π, R) =
{ω ∈ Ow : (ω, π) ∈ R ∧ 6 ∃ω 0 ∈ Ow : (ω, ω 0 ) ∈ R ∧ (ω 0 , π) ∈ R}.

2.2

Atomicity

Atomicity (or linearizability) is specified as a property satisfied by the object implementation traces.
It is typically defined in terms of the existence of serialization points for operations so that shrinking
the operations to occur at their serialization points results in a valid sequential execution of the
read/write register (see, e.g., Chapter 13 of [18], Chapter 9 of [5], or [7]). For our purposes in this
paper, it is enough to give a sufficient condition for proving atomicity which as we prove in the full
paper is equivalent to the one in Lemma 13.16 of [18].
Let β be a well-formed sequence of the actions of the read/write service interface that contains
no incomplete operations, and Π be the set of operations requested in β. We say that β satisfies
the Weak Partial Order (Weak-PO) property if there exists an irreflexive partial ordering ≺ of all
the operations in Π, satisfying the conditions in Figure 1.
1. If the response event for π precedes the request event for φ in β, then φ 6≺ π.
2. For any two write operations π and φ in Π, either π ≺ φ or φ ≺ π.
3. If π is a write operation in Π and φ is a read operation in Π whose request event follows the response event
for π, then π ≺ φ.
4. If π is a read operation in Π and φ is a read operation whose request event follows the response event for π,
then for each ω ∈ last-prec-writes (π, ≺), ω ≺ φ.
5. Let π be a read operation in Π, and v be the value returned by π. If last-prec-writes (π, ≺) 6= ∅, then v = ω.val
for some ω ∈ last-prec-writes (π, ≺). Otherwise, v = v0 .

Figure 1: The Weak Partial Order Constraints
Lemma 2.1 If β is well-formed and satisfies Weak-PO, then β satisfies atomicity.

3

The PO-Machine

In this section we define the Partial-Order Machine. First, we formally specify the environment
assumptions of the read/write service. This environment is represented by a single automaton,
called U sers (see Figure 2). The U sers automaton contains a single variable requested to keep
track of the ids of requested operations, in order to avoid repeats. An implementation of the
1

Note that our notion of well formedness is weaker than that found in the literature as it allows requests from the
same location to be issued concurrently.
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environment would not have such a variable, but would use some other mechanism to ensure
unique operation ids (e.g., client id and a counter).
The PO-Machine (see Figure 3) maintains a partial order in its state, represented by variables
vertices and edges. Vertices correspond to requested operations, and edges to ordering relationships
that have been determined for these operations. When a request arrives, it is put into vertices;
later, it becomes classified as ordered, then completed, and finally, responded. Edges may be added
at any time from an ordered operation to an unordered one. An unordered operation π may become
ordered at any time after it has acquired incoming edges from all operations that completed before
π began; when a write operation π becomes ordered, new edges are inserted to ensure that π is
ordered with respect to all previously-ordered write operations.
An ordered operation may becomes completed at any time; when a read operation completes,
it also forces its immediately preceding write operations to complete. This captures the essence of
the “helping” mechanism found in many atomic register implementations.
The partial ordering constructed by PO-Machine, which is a transitive closure of (vertices, edges),
is maintained in the derived variable dag. As PO-Machine executes, the dag keeps growing as new
edges are being added. In Section A of the appendix, we prove that the limit of dag under successive inclusion satisfies Weak-PO. Since every trace of PO-Machine is obviously well-formed, by
Lemma 2.1, PO-Machine implements an atomic register.
Signature:
Input:

Output:

response(x, v), x ∈ O, v ∈ V ∪ {ack}, i ∈ I

request(x), x ∈ O

State:
requested, a subset of O, initially empty
Transitions:
Input response(x, v)
Effect:
None

Output request(x)
Precondition:
x.id 6∈ requested.id
Effect:
requested := requested ∪ {x}

Figure 2: The Users automaton
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The Attiya, Bar-Noy and Dolev Algorithm

In this section, we present a distributed wait-free implementation of an atomic multi-writer/multireader register based on the well-known message-passing emulation of Attiya, Bar-Noy, and Dolev
(ABD) [4]. We prove correctness of ABD by showing that ABD implements PO-Machine, which
by Theorem A.3 implies that ABD implements an atomic register.

4.1

The ABD Algorithm

In the original ABD protocol, each process is responsible for handling client operation requests
and maintaining the local copy of the register value. Here, we present a generalized version of
the protocol where we let the two roles in the original protocol be performed by two classes of
agents: clients and replicas. We also use a separate client to handle each user request thus allowing
the actual clients to handle any number of requests and in whatever order. In addition, our
implementation supports multiple writers using the technique of [20].
4

Signature:
Input:
request(x), x ∈ O

Output:
response(x, v), x ∈ O,
v ∈ V ∪ {ack}

Internal:
add-edge(x, y), x ∈ Ow , y ∈ Ow ∪ Or
order(x), x ∈ O
complete(x), x ∈ O

State:
vertices ⊆ O, iniitally empty
ordered ⊆ O, initially empty
completed ⊆ O, initially empty

responded ⊆ O, initially empty
edges ⊆ O × O, initially empty
prec is a partial function from O to subsets of O, initially empty

Derived vars:
dag, the transitive closure of (vertices, edges)
For x ∈ Or , last-writes (x) = last-prec-writes (x, dag)
Transitions:
Input request(x)
Effect:
vertices := vertices ∪ {x}
prec(x) := completed ∩ Ow

Internal complete(x)
Precondition:
x ∈ ordered − completed
Effect:
completed := completed ∪ {x}
if x ∈ Or then
∀y ∈ last-writes (x) do
completed := completed ∪ {y}

Internal add-edge(x, y)
Precondition:
y ∈ vertices − ordered
x ∈ ordered
Effect:
edges := edges ∪ {(x, y)}

Output response(x, ack), x ∈ Ow
Precondition:
x ∈ completed − responded
Effect:
responded := responded ∪ {x}

Internal order(x), x ∈ Ow
Precondition:
x ∈ vertices − ordered
∀y ∈ prec(x) : (y, x) ∈ dag
Effect:
edges := edges ∪ {(x, y) : y ∈ ordered ∩ Ow ∧
(y, x) 6∈ dag}
ordered := ordered ∪ {x}

Output response(x, v0 ), x ∈ Or
Precondition:
x ∈ completed − responded
last-writes (x) = ∅
Effect:
responded := responded ∪ {x}

Internal order(x), x ∈ Or
Precondition:
x ∈ vertices − ordered
∀y ∈ prec(x) : (y, x) ∈ dag
Effect:
ordered := ordered ∪ {x}

Output response(x, v), x ∈ Or
Precondition:
x ∈ completed − responded
last-writes (x) 6= ∅
v = w.val : w ∈ last-writes (x)
Effect:
responded := responded ∪ {x}

Figure 3: PO-Machine
Let P be a finite set of replicas. We define a quorum system Q on P to be the union of a set of
write quorums Qw and the set of read quorums Qr . Qw and Qr are sets of subsets of P such that
for each Qw ∈ Qw and Qr ∈ Qr , Qw ∩ Qr 6= ∅. The ABD implementation is the composition of the
Users automaton in Figure 2, the client automata for handling write requests C x , for each x ∈ Ow
(see Figure 6), the client automata for handling read requests C y , for each y ∈ Or (see Figure 5),
and the replica automata Rp , for each p ∈ P (see Figure 4. Clients interact with replicas using
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reliable point-to-point channels. We do not present the specification for the channel automata as
their functionality is obvious.
The value stored at each replica is associated with a tag. Tags are chosen from the set T =
N≥0 × O.id. For tag ∈ T , we use the notation tag.sn and tag.id to refer to its various components.
The tags are ordered lexicographically, with (0, i 0 ) being the smallest tag.
The request handling at clients involves two rounds of quorum accesses, called the read phase
and the write phase respectively, such that a read quorum is contacted during the read phase, and
a write quorum is contacted during the write phase. A client keeps track of the request progress
through the phases using the variable status.
More specifically, to handle a write request x, the client C x (see Figure 6) performs a read phase
to determine the highest tag t associated with the values stored at some read quorum. It then
performs a write phase to store the value v associated with tag (t.sn + 1, x.id) at a write quorum.
It then responds with ack. To handle a read request y, client C y (see Figure 5) first performs a
read phase to determine the value v associated with the highest tag t among those associated with
the values stored at some read quorum. It then performs a write phase to guarantee that the pair
(t, v) is stored at a write quorum. It then responds with v.
Signature:

State:
val ∈ V , initially v0

Input:
receive(m)x,p , x ∈ O, m ∈ {r, w} ∪ (T × V )

tag ∈ T , initially (0, i0 )
For each x ∈ O: resp-buffer x ∈ seqof ({ack} ∪

Output:

N ≥0 ∪ (T × V )), initially λ

send(m)p,x , x ∈ O, p ∈ R, m ∈ {ack} ∪ (T × V )

Transitions:
Output send(m)p,x
Precondition:
resp-buffer x 6= λ
m = head(resp-buffer x )
Effect:
delete head of resp-buffer x

Input receive(r)x,p
Effect:
append hval, tagi to resp-buffer x
Input receive(w)x,p
Effect:
append htag.sni to resp-buffer i
Input receive(t, v)x,p
Effect:
if t > tag then
tag := t
val := v
append hacki to resp-buffer x

Figure 4: Replica automaton Rp , p ∈ P

4.2

Correctness of ABD

We now prove that ABD implements an atomic register. Our strategy is to show that ABD
implements PO-Machine by exhibiting a forward simulation relation from ABD to PO-Machine.
It is convenient for the correctness proof to define several derived state variables for the ABD
automaton. These are summarized in Figure 8 (we use subscript x to refer to the state components
of Cx ). Among these variables, the most interesting one is min-tag that is used to keep track of
the lowest possible tag that could ever be determined by a client at the end of the read phase.
6

Signature:
Input:
request(x)
receive(m)p,x , p ∈ P , m ∈ {ack} ∪ (T × V )

Output:
response(x, v), v ∈ V
send(m)x,p , p ∈ P , m ∈ {r} ∪ (T × V )

Internal:
rq-collected(q)x , q ∈ Qr
wq-collected(q)x , q ∈ Qw
State:
status ∈ P hase, initially idle
val ∈ V , initially undefined
tag ∈ T , initially (0, i0 )
read-resp ∈ P , initially empty
write-resp ∈ P , initilly empty
for each p ∈ P : req-buffer p ∈ seqof ({r} ∪ (T × V )), initially λ
Transitions:
Input receive(ack)p,x
Effect:
write-resp := write-resp ∪ {p}

Input request(x)
Effect:
status := p
for each p ∈ P :
append hri to req-buffer p

Internal wq-collected(q)x
Precondition:
status = s
write-resp ⊇ q
Effect:
status := c

Input receive(v, t)p,x
Effect:
read-resp := read-resp ∪ {p}
if status = p ∧ t > tag then
val := v
tag := t

Output response(x, v)
Precondition:
status = c
val = v
Effect:
status := r

Internal rq-collected(q)x
Precondition:
status = p
read-resp ⊇ q
Effect:
status := s
for each p ∈ P :
append htag, vali to req-buffer p

Output send(m)x,p
Precondition:
req-buffer p 6= λ
m = head(req-buffer p )
Effect:
delete head of req-buffer p

Figure 5: Client automaton for read requests: C x , x ∈ Or .
To facilitate the simulation proof we first state a number of invariants that express useful facts
about the individual transitions and states of the ABD automaton (see Figure 10.6 in the appendix).
For instance, the key property of min-tag used throughout the simulation proof is that it is not
decreasing (see Figure 10.13 in the appendix). Another important invariant says that for each
completed request x, there exists a write quorum whose members have tags which are at least as
big as the final tag of x. For lack of space the proofs of the invariants are omitted from the extended
abstract.
The simulation relation f from ABD to PO-Machine is shown in Figure 7. The following lemma
7

Signature:
Input:
request(x)i
receive(m)p,x , p ∈ P , m ∈ {ack} ∪ N ≥0

Output:
response(x, v), v ∈ {ack}
send(m)x,p , m ∈ {w} ∪ (T × V )

Internal:
rq-collected(q)x , q ∈ Qr
wq-collected(q)x , q ∈ Qw
State:
status ∈ P hase, initially idle
tag ∈ T , initially (0, x.id)
read-resp ⊆ P , initially empty
write-resp ⊆ P , initilly empty
for each p ∈ P : req-buffer p ∈ seqof ({w} ∪ (T × V )), initially λ
Transitions:
Input receive(ack)p,x
Effect:
write-resp := write-resp ∪ {p}

Input request(x)
Effect:
status := p
for each p ∈ P :
append hwi to req-buffer p

Internal wq-collected(q)x
Precondition:
status = s
write-resp ⊇ q
Effect:
status := c

Input receive(sn)p,x , sn ∈ N ≥0
Effect:
read-resp := read-resp ∪ {p}
if status = p ∧ sn > tag.sn then
tag.sn := sn

Output response(x, ack)
Precondition:
status = c

Internal rq-collected(q)x
Precondition:
status = p
read-resp ⊇ q
Effect:
status := s
tag.sn := tag.sn + 1
for each p ∈ P :
append htag, x.vali to req-buffer p

Effect:
status := r
Output send(m)x,p
Precondition:
m = head(req-buffer p )
Effect:
delete head of req-buffer p

Figure 6: Client automaton for write requests: C x , x ∈ Ow .
is proven in the full version of the paper:
Lemma 4.1 f is a forward simulation from ABD to PO-Machine.

5

Timed ABD

In this section, we present an optimized version of the ABD protocol that takes advantage of
perfectly synchronized clocks at the writers to eliminate the read phase of the write implementation.
This optimization is based on the ideas first introduced in [2].
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f is the relation over states(P O − M achine) × states(ABD) such that each (s, u) ∈ f iff:
• u.requested = s.requested

• u.ordered = s.ordered

• u.vertices = s.pending
• u.completed = s.completed ∪

• u.responded = s.responded
S

r∈Or ∩s.completed

s.last-writes (r)

• For all x ∈ u.vertices, if y ∈ u.prec(x), then s.tagy ≤ s.min-tag (x)
• u.dag ⊆ s.ordered × s.ordered
• For all x, y ∈ Ow ∩ u.ordered, if (x, y) ∈ u.dag, then s.tagx < s.tagy
• For all x ∈ Ow ∩ u.ordered and y ∈ Or ∩ u.ordered, (x, y) ∈ u.edges iff s.tagx = s.tagy

Figure 7: Forward simulation from ABD to PO-Machine
• pending = {x ∈ O : statusx ≥ p}

• completed = {x ∈ O : statusx ≥ c}

• ordered = {x ∈ O : statusx ≥ s}

• responded = {x ∈ O : statusx ≥ r}

• For r ∈ Or : last-writes (r) = {w ∈ Ow ∩ ordered : s.tagw = s.tagr }
• For x ∈ O, p ∈ P :
8
< t, if ∃v ∈ V : hv, ti ∈ resp-buffer p,x ∪ channelp,x
new-tag (x, p) =
(sn, x.id), if hsni ∈ resp-buffer p,x ∪ channelp,x
:
tagp , otherwise
• For x ∈ O:
8
< max[tagx , minQ∈Qr max{new-tag (x, p) : p ∈ Q \ read-resp x }],
min-tag(x) =
if ∀Q ∈ Qr , read-resp ⊂ Q
:
tagx , otherwise

Figure 8: Derived variables for the ABD automaton
The optimized client algorithm works as follows: To write a value, the writer first takes its
current clock reading, and then delays its execution until its clock exceeds the initial reading. The
second clock reading is used as the tag with which the client performs the write phase. The code
of the writer appears in Figure 11 of Section C in the appendix. The reader and the replica codes
are the same as in ABD. In the full paper, we describe the optimized version of ABD and prove its
correctness using the Timed I/O Automata (TIOA) model of [9, 8].
We prove that Timed-ABD implements an atomic register by exhibiting a forward simulation
from Timed-ABD to PO-Machine. Since Timed-ABD and ABD automata are closely related,
most of the ABD invariants carry over to Timed-ABD. The simulation relation along with several
additional invariants involving the state components specific to Timed-ABDappears in Section C
of the appendix.

6

The Vitanyi and Awerbuch Algorithm

In this section, we present a distributed wait-free implementation of an atomic multi-writer/multireader register based on the unbounded version of the well-known shared memory algorithm by
Vitanyi and Awerbuch ( VA) [32] , and argue that VA implements PO-Machine.
Our implementation of the VA algorithm is obtained through the following simple modification
of the ABD automaton in Section 4. We re-use the ABD replica automata (see Figure 4) to
implement the base single-writer/single-reader registers of the VA algorithm. (Note that although
9

the replicas support more powerful read-modify-write objects, our implementation does not rely
on this extra power.) We modify the ABD client to access replicas using fixed read and write
quorums where the write quorums correspond to rows and the read qourums correspond to rows
in the original VA algorithm. We also modify the Users automaton in a straightforward way (see
Figure 2) to ensure that there is at most one outstanding request for each location (this models the
more stringent well formedness assumption typically stipulated by shared memory algorithms).
For lack of space, we omit the detailed code of the VA automaton from the extended abstract.
This can be found in the full version of the paper.
The correctness proof of VA is almost identical to that of ABD in Section 4.2. In particular, it
is easy to see that the simulation from ABD to PO-Machine in Figure 7 is also a forward simulation
from VA to PO-Machine. Alternatively, one could easily establish the VA correctness by showing
that it implements ABD. In this case, the one-to-one mapping from the VA state components to
the ABD state components is a forward simulation from VA to ABD. This shows that the VA and
the ABD algorithms are closely related; namely, the former is a special case of the latter.

7

Replicated State Machine

In this section, we present an implementation of an arbitrary object using the Replicated State
Machine methodology [12] and argue informally that our implementation simulates a modified
version of the PO-Machine, called TO-Machine, that eventually totally orders all the requested
operations.
Our RSM-based object implementation (RSM) is based on Lamport’s original algorithm [12].
As in the other algorithms presented in this paper, there is a set of replicas P , each holding a copy
of the object state. Each client is assigned to an arbitrary replica with which it communicates
through a reliable (not necessary FIFO) channel. In addition, each replica can communicate with
all the other replicas using pairwise point-to-point reliable FIFO channels.
The client’s algorithm is simple: it immediately forwards each requested operation x to the
replica it is assigned to. The (more interesting) replica algorithm is as follows: Each replica p
maintains an integer timestamp ts, initially 0, and a message buffer M , initially empty. Whenever
replica p receives an operation x from a client, it increments ts, forms a message m = hp, ts, xi,
inserts m into M , and then, broadcasts m to the other replicas. When p receives a message
m = hq, ts, yi, it inserts m into M , and sets ts to max(ts, m.ts) + 1. At any point in the protocol,
if replica p has a message hr, ts, yi ∈ M such that for all m ∈ M where m.sender 6= p, ts <
m.ts ∨ (ts = m.ts ∧ r < m.sender), then p applies y to p’s local state copy, and removes m from
M . Then, if the operation originated at a client assigned to p, p sends the return value back to this
client.
One may prove correctness of RSM by showing that it implements the Total-Order Machine
(TO-Machine) which is obtained by modifying the PO-Machine to enforce the total ordering for all
operations. To see that RSM implements TO-Machine, note that in RSM, each operation received
by a replica from a client follows the same sequence of stages as that undergone by each newly
requested operation in TO-Machine. Namely, a replica p assigns each newly received operation
x a timestamp, which determines the set of operations ordered before x (namely, the operations
with a smaller timestamp). This behavior of RSM simulates a sequence of add-edge(∗, x) actions
of TO-Machine. Once the local timestamps of all the other replicas become larger than p’s local
timestamp, the set of the operations after x is determined, and therefore x becomes totally ordered.
This simulates order(x). Whenever x becomes the smallest timestamped operation in p’s message
buffer, it is applied to p’s local copy of the object state and removed from M . This sequence of
actions corresponds to inserting x into completed in TO-Machine. Finally, x’s response in RSM
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corresponds to x’s response in TO-Machine.

8

Automated Tool Support

Using the IOA/TIOA formal languages for specification allows us to apply the tools that have
recently been developed for the framework.
Theorem Proving: We have used the PVS theorem prover to check the proofs of some of the
invariants and the simulation relation for ABD. IOA specifications of the PO-Machine and the
composed ABD algorithm were translated to the language of PVS using the TAME libraries [3] and
the TIOA to PVS translator. The simulation proof entails proving nine subgoals (corresponding to
the conjuncts in Figure 7), for each action type of the ABD automaton. Some of the easy subgoals
are discharged automatically by PVS’s decision procedures; subgoals that have almost identical
proofs can be proved quickly by reusing PVS proof scripts of previously proved subgoals, while
harder subgoals require detailed user interaction in the form of application of the correct invariant
lemmas, and suggesting the correct rewrite rules to the prover. While constructing the PVS proofs
we found several minor gaps and a few bugs in the handwritten proofs. The PVS prover made it
possible to quickly re-check proofs after modifying the specifications.
Code Generation: The target environment of the IOA compiler is a collection of workstations
each running a Java JVM. The compiler only supports systems cast in “node-channel” form where
a single automaton runs on each machine. In our ABD specification, each of an arbitrarily large
set of requests corresponds to an individual automaton. To handle that set of request automata
on a finite set of machines, we partition the requests among machines (a priori) and combine all
the request automata in each partition into a single node automaton. Since IOA is an inherently
nondeterministic language, in any state, many actions may be enabled. At runtime, Java must
select enabled parameterized transitions to execute. So, we annotate ABD with a schedule block
that yields an enabled parameterized transition as a function of the automaton state.

9

Future Work

Our work with four algorithms so far suggests to us that our PO-Machine (or small variants)
may be general enough to capture many of the existing atomic register algorithms. We plan to
use these methods to study a wider variety of algorithms, starting with bounded-timestamp-based
constructions such as those in [30]; proofs for bounded-timestamp algorithms have been notoriously
difficult and bug-prone. An interesting challenge will be to extend the framework to capture
implementations that are not explicitly based on timestamps, for example, the construction that
creates atomic bits from safe bits [28]). Another interesting direction deals with adapting the POMachine to capture weaker register semantics, such as safe registers, regular registers (including
the multi-writer regular registers of Welch [25]), and sequentially consistent registers. There is
an increased recent interest in these semantics as they capture the guarantees provided by many
Byzantine-resilient storage systems [21, 22, 1] based on Byzantine quorums [21].
Finally, we are interested in identifying common patterns behind many diverse implementations
of atomic objects. This will make it easier to understand and compare different algorithms. We
expect that such patterns should be expressible in terms of common specification automata.
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A

Correctness of PO-Machine

The following lemmas hold for every transition (s, π, s0 ) of the PO-Machine:
1. s.edges ⊆ s0 .edges and s.dag ⊆ s0 .dag .
2. If x ∈ s.vertices, then s.prec(x) = s0 .prec(x).
3. If π = add-edge(y, x), then x ∈ s0 .vertices − s0 .ordered, s0 .ordered = s.ordered, and (y, x) ∈ s0 .edges.
4. If r ∈ Or ∩ s.ordered, then s.last-writes (r) = s0 .last-writes (r).
5. If π = request(x), x ∈ Or , then for each y ∈ s.completed ∩ Or , if ω ∈ s.last-writes (y), then ω ∈ s0 .prec(x).
6. Suppose that π = response(x, v) and x ∈ Or . If s.last-writes (x) 6= ∅, then v = ω.val for some ω ∈
s.last-writes (x). Otherwise, v = v0 .
The following properties hold in each reachable state s of the PO-Machine:
1. s.completed ⊆ s.ordered ⊆ s.vertices ⊆ s.requested.
2. s.edges ⊆ s.ordered × s.vertices
3. For any request x, s.prec(x) ⊆ s.completed.
4. For any two write requests x, y ∈ Ow such that x 6= y , if x, y ∈ s.ordered, then either (x, y) ∈ s.dag or
(y, x) ∈ s.dag .
5. If x ∈ s.vertices − s.ordered, then there does not exists a request y such that (x, y) ∈ s.edges.
6. s.dag is an irreflexive partial order.
7. If y ∈ s.prec(x), then (x, y) 6∈ s.dag .
8. If y ∈ s.prec(x) and y ∈ Ow , then (y, x) ∈ s.dag .
9. [Helping] If π ∈ s.completed, then for all ω ∈ last-writes (π), ω ∈ s.completed.

Figure 9: PO-invariants
We prove that every trace of the PO-Machine is well-formed and satisfies Weak-PO. Fix β to
be a trace of PO-Machine, and Π be the set of all the operations requested in β.
Well-formedness is easy to see since in each state, the set of the responded operations is a subset
of the set of the requested operations, and by precondition of response only the operations that
have not yet responded are allowed to respond. Hence, the following holds:
Lemma A.1 β is well-formed.
We now show how to order the operations in Π to obtain a partial ordering satisfying the
Weak-PO property in Figure 1.
Lemma A.2 If β is well-formed and does not contain incomplete operations, then β satisfies WeakPO.
The above lemmas and Lemma 2.1 imply the following
Theorem A.3 Each trace of the PO-Machine satisfies atomicity.
The detailed proof can be found in the full version of the paper.
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B

Correctness of ABD

The transition and state invariants satisfied by ABD appear in Figure 10.
Transition invariants: Let (s, π, s0 ) be a transition of ABD. The following properties hold:
1. For each p ∈ P , tagp is non-decreasing (i.e., s.tagp ≤ s0 .tagp ).
2. For each x ∈ O, p ∈ P , new-tag (x, p) is non-decreasing (i.e., s.new-tag (x, p) ≤ s 0 .new-tag (x, p)).
3. For each x ∈ O, tagx is non-decreasing (i.e., s.tagx ≤ s0 .tagx ).
4. If x ∈ s.ordered, then s.tagx = s0 .tagx .
5. For each reachable state s of ABD and x ∈ O such that ∀Q ∈ Qr , s.read-resp x ⊂ Q: if ∃Q ∈ Qr such that
p ∈ Q − s.read-resp x , then s.min-tag(x) ≤ max(s.tagx , s.new-tag (x, p)).
6. For each x ∈ O, min-tag (x) is non-decreasing.
7. if r ∈ Or ∩ s.ordered, then s.last-writes (r) = s0 .last-writes (r).
State Invariants: Let s be a reachable state of ABD:
8. s.responded ⊆ s.completed ⊆ s.ordered ⊆ s.pending ⊆ s.requested.
9. x ∈ O, x 6∈ s.requested iff Cx is in its initial state in s.
10. For each reachable state s of ABD, x ∈ O, p ∈ P , if htag, vali is in s.req-buffer p,x ∪ s.channelx,p , then
x ∈ s.ordered, s.tagx = tag, and s.valx = val.
11. x ∈ O, p ∈ P if hacki is in s.channelp,x ∪ s.resp-buffer p,x , then s.tagp ≥ s.tagx .
12. x ∈ O, p ∈ P , if p ∈ s.write-resp x , then s.tagp ≥ s.tagx .
13. For x ∈ O, if x ∈ s.completed, then there exists Q ∈ Qw such that ∀p ∈ Q, s.tagp ≥ s.tagx .
14. For x, y ∈ s.ordered ∩ Ow , if x 6= y, then s.tagx 6= s.tagy .
15. For x ∈ Ow , if x ∈ s.ordered, then s.tagx > (0, i0 ).
16. For x ∈ Or , if s.tagx = (0, i0 ), then s.valx = v0 .
17. For x ∈ Or , if s.tagx 6= (0, i0 ), then there exists y ∈ s.ordered ∩ Ow such that s.tagy = s.tagx and
y.val = s.valx .

Figure 10: ABD Invariants

C
C.1

The Timed ABD Implementation
Invariants

The following invariant says that the local clocks of the writers are perfectly synchronized.
Lemma C.1 For each reachable state s of Timed-ABD, and x, y ∈ O w , s.clockx = s.clocky .
The next lemma is a “timed” variant of Invariant 13 in Figure 10 for write requests:
Lemma C.2 For each reachable state s of Timed-ABD, if x ∈ O w , then for all y ∈ Ow , s.tagx .sn ≤
s.clocky .

C.2

The simulation

The simulation relation depicted in Figure 12 is a forward simulation from Timed-ABD to TimedPO. The simulation relation is the same as that used in the simulation proof of ABD with two
additional conditions involving the clock and req-time variables.
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Signature:
Input:
request(x)i
receive(m)p,x , p ∈ P , m ∈ {ack} ∪ N ≥0

Internal:
orderx

Output:
response(x, v), v ∈ {ack}
send(m)x,p , m ∈ {w} ∪ (T × V )

Internal:
wq-collected (q)x , q ∈ Qw
State:
clock ∈ R, initially 0
Discrete req-time ∈ R, initially 0
status ∈ P hase, initially idle
tag ∈ T , initially (0, x.id)
write-resp ⊆ P , initilly empty
for each p ∈ P : req-buffer p ∈ seqof ({w} ∪ (T × V )), initially λ
Transitions:
Input receive(ack)p,x
Effect:
write-resp := write-resp ∪ {p}

Input request(x)
Effect:
status := p
req-time := clock

Internal wq-collected(q)x
Precondition:
status = s
write-resp ⊇ q
Effect:
status := c

Internal orderx
Precondition:
clock > req-time
status = p
Effect:
tag.sn := clock
status := s
for each p ∈ P :
append htag, x.vali to req-buffer p

Output response(x, ack)
Precondition:
status = c
Effect:
status := r

Trajectories:
evolve

Output send(m)x,p
Precondition:
m = head(req-buffer p )
Effect:
delete head of req-buffer p

d(clock) = 1
All the other state variables are kept unchanged

Figure 11: Optimized client automaton for write requests: C̄x , x ∈ Ow .
Lemma C.3 The relation f in Figure 12 is a forward simulation from Timed-ABD to Timed-PO.
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f is the relation over states(T imed − P O) × states(T imed − ABD) such that (s, u) ∈ f iff:
• u.requested = s.requested
• u.vertices = s.pending
• u.ordered = s.ordered
• u.completed = s.completed ∪
• u.responded = s.responded

S

r∈Or ∩s.completed

s.last-writes (r)

• For all x ∈ u.vertices ∩ Or , if y ∈ u.prec(x), then s.tagy ≤ s.min-tag (x)
• For all x ∈ u.vertices ∩ Ow , if y ∈ u.prec(x), then s.tagy .sn ≤ s.req-time x .
• For all x ∈ (u.vertices − u.ordered) ∩ Ow , y ∈ u.ordered ∩ Ow , if s.tagy .sn < s.clockx , then (y, x) ∈ u.edges.
• u.dag ⊆ s.ordered × s.ordered
• For all x, y ∈ Ow ∩ u.ordered, if (x, y) ∈ u.dag, then s.tagx < s.tagy
• For all x ∈ Ow ∩ u.ordered and y ∈ Or ∩ u.ordered, (x, y) ∈ u.edges iff s.tagx = s.tagy

Figure 12: Forward simulation from Timed-ABD to Timed-PO
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